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COORDINATION BY PRICE METHODS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is to exhibit similarities and differences in a family 
of coordination methods for complex systems, namely in the price coordi
nation methods. 

The complex system subject to coordinated control can be depicted as in 
Fig 1. We may distinguish: 

y H 

Fig. 1 

system elements (subsystems), having input vectors u; E U;, output vectors 
Y; E Y; and control vectors c; E C;. Mappings Fi= Ci X U;-+ Y; exist, so that 

Y; = F;(c;, U;), i E 1, N (1) 

system interconnections, consisting in each of the input vector component u;k 

being equal to a specified component of an output vector Yii. This is described 
for input li; and for the whole system, respectively, 

li;= H;y, and u= Hy (2) 

where u= (u1 , ... , uN), y = (y1 , ..• , YN), H - interconnection matrix. 
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system resource constraint 

N 

I r;(ci, u;) ~ r 
i= 1 

(3) 

where r; (.) is the amount of common system resources used by subsystem 
No. i. 

subsystem (loca!) constraints 

te;, u;) ECU;, iE 1, N 1, N (4) 

We assume that a local performance index Q;(c;, ui) is associated with each 
subsystem and the loca! decision maker would tend to extremize it. 

The task of coordination will be to influence the !ocal decision makers 
in such a way, that : 

- system constraints will be preserved, 
- overall optimum will be achieved. 
Price coordination consists in letting the coordinator to prescribe prices on 

inputs, outputs and resources and then permitting the !ocal decision makers 
to define their own choices of the values of these variables. The system is 
coordinated when the local choices cause the interconnection equation (2) 
to be satisfied and the global constraint (3) to be non-violated. The prices 
which effect this state of coordination can be termed equilibrium prices, since 
saiisfaction of (2) means eąuilibrium. 

Price coordination brings about overall system optimum if the global 
performance index is a sum of ]ocal ones 

N 

Q.= IQ; 
i= 1 

It is worth mentioning, that direct and penalty function coordination 
methods would allow more generał form of global performance 

where 1/1 is a strictly order-preserving function. 
The discussion of price coordination in this paper will omit the resource 

constraint (3), thus focusing on interconnections (2). Suitable extensions are 
poss i ble. 

2. INTERACTION BALANCE AND "TATÓNNEMENT" PROCEDURES 

Price coordination has been known to economic systems for a long time. 
The prices were called upon to cause equilibrium of production and d ~~ań 
that is equality of the coorresponding outputs and inputs. In terms ~ sy- J',t.~ 
stem description in Section 1, the aim of price adjustment will be ~sPJ)de ~ 
for satistaction of the interconnection equation (2). ~ 1 l1t,z _ ~ 
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Let us look at this in some detail. The loca) problems i. e. problems associated 
with the individual system elements can be formulated 

mnrnmse Qimod = Q;(c;, u;)+<P;, u;)-<ą;, F';Cc;, u;)) 

subject to 

(c;,u;)ECU; 

with the results c:;(p), Ct;(p), y;(p) = F;(c;(p), u;(p)). 

(5) 

If (5) is related to a finite-dimensional problem, then the scalar product 

<P;, u;) means L pij uii. 

In problem (5) we assumed coordination by a price vector p, composed of 
prices on inputs u in the w hole system. Hence P; are prices on u;, and prices 
ą; on output Y; are defined as well by virtue of (2), namely 

N 

ą; = I Hj;pj 
j= 1 

(6) 

It is therefore right to say that the results of (5) are all dependent on vector p. 
The "interaction balance" or "equilibrium" prices p will be defined as 

p: u(p)-Hy(p) = O (7) 

where y(p) = HF(c(p), Ct(p)). 
Providing for the condition (7) to be satisfied is the task of the coordi

nator. Walras would assign this to his "tatónnement" procedure at the stock 
exchange: a person outside the negotiating parties should vary the price p, 
listen to responses ii(p) and y(p), and stop the procedure at p = p. 

Essentially the same idea has been brought up in the study of multilevel 
control systems [Mesarović 1970], [Malinowski 1974]. Several questions have 
been raised in those more formalised studies, for example: 

- existence of p ("coordinability" of Mesarović), 
- system optimality with control c(p) ("applicability" of Mesarović), 
- procedures to obtain p. 
The exact answers can be found elsewhere [Malinowski, 1974, 1975]. 
They are based on discussion of the Lagrangian' function 

N 

cp(p) = I Q;(c;(p), i((p))+<P, u(p)-HF(c(p), u(p))> 
i= 1 

for which we require that it has a maximum at p = fJ: 
cp (p) = max cp (p) 

p 

(8) 

If p so defined exists, its further use to determine control c is practically 
restricted to the case where (c, p) are single-valued functions of p. This require
ment appears to be vital. Unfortunately we know sufficient conditions only: 
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(c, u) are single-valued if the functions Q;(.) are strictly convex and the mapp
ings F;(.) are linear. 

With p = p the solutions (c, u) are optima!. 
A gradient procedure can be used in the search for ft if Q;(.) are continuous 

and F;(.) are continuous; with the uniqueness of (c, ft) for every p it then holds 
for the (weak) derivative of rp(p): 

rp(p) = u(p)-HF(c(p), u(p)) 

The second derivative, \}2 rp(p), does not exist generally. 
Condition (7) as a goal in search for p can obviously be used on models 

only. In the already operating system the interconnection equation (2) is sa
tisfled for any control c = (c 1 , ... , cN) - The optimal control c(ft), if applied, 
should provide optimality - but, as mentioned above, this may fail if the 
models are inadequate. 

Interaction balance coordination described in this section can be applied 
to both static and dynamie problems, since it is a purely open-loop concept. 

The next sections will show some other ideas of price coordination, where 
feedback from the real operating system will be used to improve the control. 

3. ON-LINE COORDJNATION OF STEADY STATE WITH FEEDBACK 
TO THE COORDINATOR 

In this section we shall consider the optimisation problem to be in the 
flnite-dimensional space, i.e. to form a problem of non-linear programming. 
In terms of control it means control of steady-state in a complex system. 
Practically, steady-state control is an appropriate technique if the optima! 
state trajectory of a dynamie system is slow enough to assume that the value 
of state vector x is at any time related to control only, the state derivative x 
being so small as to be neglected. 

The mappings F;, Q; are now functions in finite-dimensional space. We 
re-label them in to J; , f 0 ; so as to obtain the following model-based gł obal 
problem: 

N 

minirnise j~ = L f 0 ;(c;, u;) 
; ~ 1 

subject to 

Y; = f;(c;, u;), i E 1 , N 

u =Hy 

(c;, u;) ECU; 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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A solution to (9)-(12) yields model-based control c. We shall in this section 
pay considerable attention to the difference between model and reality, !et 
us therefore formulate the followibg real problem: 

N 

minimise fo = L f 0 ;(c; , u;) 
i= i 

subject to 

u= Hy 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

We should notice that the only difference between model and reality is 
assumed to exist in the system element equations, (14) versus (10). We shall 
indicate in the sequel some effective way to flght the consequences of this di
fference. 

It must be stressed, however, that differences may exist also in (13), (16) 
compared to (9), (12) . For example, if a performance function is explicitly 

fo;(c;,u;,Y;) 

then it will reduce to some f 0 ;(c;, u;) only by using equation (10), but this 
makes it model-based. The real f 0 ~,;(c;, u;) would be different. A similar reason 
may lead to the set CU*; being different from CU,. 

The solution to (13)-(16) will be termed real-optimal control c*. It is not 
obtainable by definition since reality (14) is not known. We can only look for 
a structure which would yield control better than purely model-based c; in 
principle it is bound to be inferior than c*. 

One of the possible structures is price coordination with feedback to the 
coordinator, to which this section is devoted. It is shown schematically by 
Fig. 2. 

The !ocal prohlems are exactly the same as in the interaction balance method 
of section 2, it means: 

minimise ] 0 ;(c;, u;)+(P;, U;) -(ą;, f;(c;, u;)) 

subject to 

(c;,u;)ECU; 

(17) 

(18) 

The controls c,(p) determined by (17) (18) for the current value of p are 
applied to the real system, resulting in some u* and y*. The coordination con
cept consists in the following upper-level problem: 

find p =i= u(p)-u*(c(p)) = o (19) 

Condition (19) is an equality of model-based solution for the inputs u(p) 
and the inputs ux, measured in the real system and caused by control c(p). 
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The properties of control based on cdonition (19) have been studied quite 
extensively [Mesarović 1970], [Malinowski 1974, 1975]. [Malinowski, Rusz
czyński 1975]. The usual questions on existence of p, system optiminality with 
control c(p) and procedures to obtain p have been asked in those studies. 
The answers are in principle as follows. 

Solution p exists, if solution ft of the usual interaction balance method 
exists for all s-shifted systems 

u= Hf(c, u)+s 

where s ES, and S is the set of all possilbe values of the model-reality di
fference 

Hf,i,(c, u)-Hf(c, u)= s 

with (c,u)ECU=CU1 x ... xCUN. 
When the models do not differ from reality, that is (10) is identical to (14), 

c(p) is strictly optimal control and j5 equals equilibrium prices ft which would 
be obtained by solving problem (9)-(12) by the interaction balance method 
of section 2. When models differ from reality, control based on (19) is in the 
first approximation always non-inferior to the one based on open-loop value p. 
ln the particular case where 

iE l, N 

that is the model-reality difference consists in a shift, control based on ( 19) 
is strictly real-optima!. The open-loop control would of course in this case 
be much inferior. 

A most important feature of control based upon (19) is its property to 
keep to constraints (12) in the real system. This happens because real c* 
equals moc: ;i c for any p, and for p = j5 also u*= a. Since the model will keep 
(i\ , u;) ECU;, i EI, N, the same will be kept in the real system, at p = j5. 
Note that the op en-loop control c (p) may viola te these constraints in the real 
system, because at p = p it will in generał be u*=! u. 

As far as the procedures to find p are concerned, iterations have to be done 
at a rate acceptable by the real system, i.e. permitting new values u* to esta
blish themselves after a change of p. Unfortunately, the expression 

F(p) = u(p)-u,1Jc(p)) (20) 

which has to be brought to zero is not a derivative of any function, as it was 
i n the case of (8). The value j5 has to be found by equation-solving methods, 
F(p) = O. It should be stressed that if there are inequality constraints in the 
loca! problems, F(p) will in generał be non-differentiable. Suitable numerical 
methods to find f5 have been proposed [Ruszczyński 1976]. 

Let us finish this section by a remark justifying discussion of steady-state 
control here as opposed to more generał problem formulation in section 2. 
The reason is the practical field of application of coordination principle (19): 
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it must be iteratively done on the real system. This can be performed in steady
-state optimisation, but not in a dynamical one. The only exception would be 
iterative optimisation of batch or cyclic processes, the iteration in time-function 
space being performed from one batch to another. For that particular case 
all considerations of this section can be appropriately generalised. It has in 
fact been done in the papers cited. 

4. DECENTRALISED CONTROL OF STEADY-STATE WITH PRICE 
COORDINA TION 

The structure of Fig. 2, however proved to be effective and superior to 
open-loop model-based control, may be criticised: the information about 
real system u* is made available to the coordinator only. The local problems 
base on models and calculate their imaginative u for each p, "knowing" that 
reality is different. The scheme of Fig. 2 is therefore a structure suitable for 
a mechanistic control system, but does not reflect the situation which would 
be established if the local problems were confined to some free decision ma
kers. 
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In that case the !ocal decision maker would tend to use real value u*; in his 
problem, that is he would perform 

minimise J0 ;(c;, u*;)+(P;, u*;)-(ą;,f;(c; , u,;,;)) 

subject to 

(21) 

(22) 

Schematically this is presented in Fig. 3 as feeding u.; to the corresponding 
!ocal problem. Even with fixed p the control exercised by !ocal decision makers 
on the system as a whole remains to some extent coordinated, since the value 
of p will influence the control set by solving (21) (22). However, since u.; are 
u sed locally, we call the structure of Fig. 3 decentralised control. 

A problem for itself is system stability or the convergence of iterations 
made by local optimisers while trying to achieve their goals (21). It is obvious 
that all the iteration loops in the system are interdependent, since any u*; 
will depend on all decisions c = (c1, ... , cN) in the previous stage. 

lf the iterations converge, steady values c(p), ii*(p) and y*(p) will be obtained 
for the given price vector p. 

N 
minimi s el:f . (c· u ·) p I o I J, •J 

r--
1 

---7 

I 
minimise H I I 

I 
I 

CN 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
1u.N I L ______ _j 

Fig. 3 

H 
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It may be predicted that if this p would happen to be p from the previous 
section, the result of decentralised control would, also be the same as in the 
previous structure. This does not say that we should aim at it, since the results 
obtained with p are not real-optima! and a better value of p may exist. 

We must therefore look for a way to iterate on prices p in the system of 
Fig. 3. A possibility is indicated in Figure 3: 

N 

minimise J0 = I Jo;(c;(p), i1*;(p)) (23) 
i= 1 

which simply means to find a price p such, that the overall result of loca! 
controls be optimised. 

The theoretical properties of problem (23) are not known. 
Two of those properties seem predictable. If the models are adequate, and 

all iterations converge, they will converge to strict overall optimum for the 
system. If the models differ from reality, then the constraints CU1 will be 
secured (like in the structure Fig. 2), but the overall result will be suboptimal. 
This suboptimality is due to the fact that in performing (21) we continue to 
have an inadequate value of the output Yt. 

5. ON-LINE DYNAMIC PRICE COORDINATION 

System coordination exercised by putting prises on the inputs and outputs 
should be extendable to dynamie problems. In that case we expect of course 
the price vector p to be a time function. The extension can be based on the 
following. 

Assume the global problem: 
N t1 

minimise Q = L J J0 ;(x;, 111;, u;)dt (24) 
i = l O 

subject to 

x;=};(x;,m;,u;), iEl,N - state equations 

Y;=g;(x;,m;,u;), iEl , N - output equations 

u =Hy - interconnection equation 

with x(O) given, x(tf) free or specified. 
Assume also that the problem (24) is being solved using the Lagrangian 

N t J t f 

L = L J J0 ;(x;, 111;, u;)dt+ J ( p, u-Hy)dt (25) 
i= 1 O O 

where the notation ( p, u-Hy ) has the same meaning as in (5) in its final
-dimensional case. 
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Solving the gł obal problem we would get: 
x 1 , i E I , N optimal state trajectories 

111;, i E l , N optimal controls 
u;, i E l, N optimal inputs 

j);, i E I, N optimal outputs 
p optimal prices 

The Lagrangian (25) can be split into additive parts, thus allowing to form 
a kind of local problems 

t'1 

minimise Qi= S [f0 ;(x;, m;, u;)+ ( p;, u;)-(fJ.;, Y; ) ]dt 
o 

where Y; = g; (x;, m;, u;) and optimisation is subject to 
X;=J;(x;, m;, u;) 
X;(O) given, xltf) free or specified. 

(26) 

In (26) the price vectors p; and ą; derived from p by form ula (6) had to be 
set at optimal values obtained by solving the glob al problem; thanks to that 
the solutions to (26) would be strictly optima!. 

There is little sense, however, in solving (26) if the global problem was solved 
before, because the global solution provides not only p but x, 111 as well for 
the whole system. To make the thing priactical !et us take the following steps. 
(i) shorten the horizon for the local problerns, so that (26) becomes 

t ' f 

minimise Q; = J [f0 ;(x;, m;, u;)+ ( p;, u;)-(q; , Y; ) Jdt 
o 

(27) 

with x;(O) given as before, but x;(t1) = x;(t:r) that is must be specified by the 
long-horizon rnlution: 

(ii) introduce feedback at loca! leve!, consisting in repeating (27) at some 
intervals T 1 < tj and using the actual value of state x *;(kTt) at each re
petition of the optimisation problem. 

Step (ii) in particular brings a new quality: we now have a truły on-line 
control structure and can expect, in appropriate cases, to get results better 
than the accurncy of the models. We also have now a gain from decompo
sition of the global problem into local ones: the repeated solutions concern 
problems (27), of low dimensionality and short horizon. 

The feedback just introduced cannot compensate for the errors done by 
the coordination level in setting the prices p. Another repetitive feedback 
can be introduced to overcome this shortage, for example bringing to the coor
dinator actual values x*; at times t:r, 2 t :r , ... and asking the global problem 
to be re-solved for each new initial value. The structure of control proposed 
so far is presented in Fig. 4. 

We should very well note that feeding back the actual values of state achie
ved makes sense if the models used in computation differ from reality, for 
example because of disturbances. Otherwise the actual state is exactly equal 
to what the models have predicted and the feedback information is irrelevant. 
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COORDINA TION LE VEL 
/LONG HORIZON/ 

LOCAL LEVEL 
/SI-IOR T I-IORIZON/ 

A doubt may exist whether the feedback to the coordinator shown in Fig. 4 
makes sense, because the !ower level problems have to achieve x;(t}) = x;(t}) 
as their goal and already use feedback to secure it. lt should be remembered, 
however, that the model-based target value x;(t}) is not optima! for the real 
system and asking the loca! decision making to achieve exactly x*;(t}) = x;(t}) 
may be not advisable or even not feasible. 

In the described structure of on-line dynamie coordination we made no use 
of the possibility of having a simplified model in the global problem, solved 
at the coordination level at times O, t!r, 2 tf etc. 

The global problem may be simplified for at least two reasons: the solution 
of the full problem may be too expensive to be done, and the data on the 
real system, in particular prediction of disturbances, may be too inaccurate 
to justify an exact model computation. 

Simplification may concern dimension of state vector (indroduce aggre
gated xe instead of x), dimension of control vector (me instead of m) and di
mensions of inputs and outputs (ue =Hey< instead of u= Hy). 
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The global problem Lagrangian will now be, instead of (25): 

N t f t f 

L = L J fo~(xf, mf, uf)dt+ J (pe, ue-wye)dt (28) 
i= 1 O O 

The simplified solution will yield optima! state trajectory xe = (x~, x~, ... , 
x~) and optima! price function fi°. The linking of those values to the local 
problems cannot be done directly, because they cont nue to have the full 
vectors xi, u; and Yi. 

We have to change the previous requirement x,(t'.r) = x;(t'.r) into a new 
one 

(29) 

which incidentally is a more tlexible constraint, and we also have to generate 
a full price vector p: 

p = Rpc (30) 

where R is an appropriate " price proportion matrix". The prices composing 
the aggregated pe may be termed "group prices". 

We should note that functions Yi and matrix R have to be appropriately 
chosen. The choice may be made by model considerations, but even with 
the best possible choice optimality of overall solution will be affected , except 
for some special cases. 

The system interconnections in problem (24) were stiff, that is an output 
was assumed to be connected to an input in a permanent way. The dynamie 
problem formulation gives an opportunity to consider another type of inter
connection, a "soft" constraint of integral type: 

(k+ l)tb 

J (uij-Y1,)dt=0 
ktb 

which corresponds to taking input uu from a store, with an output y 1, connected 
to the same store and causing its filling. Asking for the integral over [ktb,(k + I) tb] 
to be zero means that supply and drain have to be in balance over each balanc
ing period tb. 

A store may be supplied by severa! outputs and drained by more than one 
subsystem input. There may also be many stores, for example for different 
products. lf we assume the balancing period for all of them the integral con
straint becomes 

(k+ l)tb 

J (Puw-MYw)dt=O (31) 
kt• 

where uw, Yw are parts of u, y connected to the stores (the stiffly interconnected 
parts will be termed u . ., ys) . Matrices P, M show the way by which Uw, Yw 
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are connected to various stores. The number of stores is of course dim Myw = 
= dim Aiw. A state vector w of the inventories can ais o be in troduced 

ktb+t 

w(ktb+t) = w(ktb)+ J (Puw-MYw)dt (32) 
ktb 

With both stiff and soft interconnections present in the system, the glo bal 
Lagrangian becomes 

N t I t f 

L = L J J0 /xi, mi, u;)dt+ J (p, U5 -Hy5 ) dt+ 
i= 1 O O 

k = '.!.-1 

'" (k+ l)t0 

+ I (1{/ , (Puw-MYw)dt ) (33) 
1, = 0 

and we of course continue to have 

X;= flx;, m;, u;), i E 1, N 

Y; = gi(x;, m; , u;), i E 1, N 

xi(O) given, xi(tf) free or specified, i E 1, N 

In comparison with the Lagrangian (15) a new term has appeared in (33), 
reflecting the constrnint (31). Note that prices 1V associated with this integral 
constraint are constant over periods tb. Note also, that if t b will tend to zero, 
the integral constraint gets similar to the stiff one and the stepwise changing 1f1 

will change continuously, like p does. 
With two kinds of interconnections the !ocal problems also change corre·· 

spondingly and they become 
lt 

minimise Q; = J [J0 ;(X;, 111;, u;)+(p;, u5;)-(qi, Ys;)]dt+ 
o 

t f 
lc = --1 

'" + I 
k=O 

(34) 

where J 5;=g5 ;(X;,111;,u,),ywi=gwi(x1 ,m;,u,) and optimisation is subject to 

X;=f;(x;, m;, u;) 

x/0) given, X;(tf) free or specified. 

A new quality has appeared in problem (34) in comparison with (26): 
the inputs u"'; taken from the stores are now free control variables and can be 
shaped by the loca! decision maker, who previously had only m, in his hand. 
The loca! decisions will be under the influence of prices pand iJi = (iji 0

, iji 1
, ••• ), 

where both p and iJi have to be set by the solution of the global problem, 
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The loca[ problem (34) gas no practical rneaning yet; it will make sense 
when we introduce loca! feedback and shortem the horizon, Jikc it was in 
the previous stitT-interconnection case. 

We shall omit the details and show il only as a control scheme, Fig. 5. 
Thinking about how to improve action of the coordinator we made pre

viously a proposal to feed actual x*(t_,.) to this level. We have now additional 
state variables, the invcntories w defined by (32). If the price $k is wrong, 
the storcs will not balance over [lab, (le+ l)tb]- lt is almost abvious that we 
can catch-up by influencing the price for the next period $k+ 1 and that we 
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should condition the change on the difference w((k+l)tb)-wi(k+l)tb), 
where wi.) is a value measured in the real system. This kind of feedback is 
also shown in Fig. 5. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Prices are a suitable and convenient instrument of coordination in various 
control structures. 

In solving decomposable problems of mathematical programming prices 
are identical with lagrangian multipliers and applicable to both static and 
dynamie problems. 

Iterative procedures of price adjustment in control structures using feed
back from ceal system behaviour are possible and advisable, with results rea
ching beyond the exactness of the models, but in principle for steady-state or 
static problems only. 

Sequential procedures are needed for on-line dynamie optimisation. Suitable 
structures using prices as coordination instruments are developed and apply 
to systems with stiff as well as with integral-type interconnections. 

It is pleasent for the author to say that the research leading to this presen
tation was partly performed during the author's stay at the lstituto di Auto
matica, Universita di Roma. The support granted by Consiglio Nazionale 
delle Ricerche is gratefully acknowledged. 
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SUMMARY 

Coordination of complex systems activity by means of prices has been known 
to practice for a long time. Later on, lagrangian multipliers (identifiable with 
prices) have been used in coordination of decomposed mathematical programm
ing problems. Almost in parellel, prices have appeared as one of the possible 
coordination instruments for on-line control structures, using feedback from 
the reality. The paper presents a survey or cross-section of all those applica
tions of price instruments: the "tatónnement" procedures and open loop 
control for static and dynamie systems; price coordination with feedback 
to the coordinator; price coordination with feedback to the lower-level decision 
maker (partly or fully decentralised control); dynamie coordination by price 
method. 
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